**Calendar Reforms Get First Approval**

The past ten days have seen some of the most concentrated action for reform to occur on the Lawrence campus in many months as proposals were acted upon to change the car rule, open dorms regularly, and schedule classes on Sunday.

In the last meeting the Faculty Committee on Administration voted nine to three to recommend that seniors be allowed to drive and maintain automobiles, approving an end to the present eight-hour maximum.

The proposal was passed by the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Affairs. The Thursday meeting and will be sent to the student body. The measure will ultimately require a faculty vote for approval.

The question of dorm opening regulation has also received the consideration of the Student-Faculty Committee on Student Affairs. The committee has approved a revised statement of dorm policy which will be sent to the student Senate.

The proposed regulations call for an extension of the present seven-day winter break from seven to ten in the winter months and an equal number of days off on Friday night in the men’s dorms.

It is expected that the open dorms program will take the name of the initiative begun last year with the opening of four dorms, and its extension to cover all dorms in the future. The proposal will be submitted to the student body in a question-and-answer session.

**Senior Gives Voice Recital**

Dale Dorming, a senior voice major in the Conservatory, will present a recital at 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 21, in Harper Hall.

Doming, a baritone, will be accompanied by his voice teacher, Mari Taniguchi, associate professor of music. Also assisting on the program will be oboist Ruth Dahlke, a 1965 Lawrence graduate, who will present a recital at 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 21, in Harper Hall.

**Broderick Announces Boenningheim Details**

Marshall B. Hulbert, vice-president of Lawrence, is in charge of the campus administration of the program, and has been named General Director of Overseas Studies. Lawrence hopes to add other overseas centers in succeeding years.

**Japanese Prints To Be Exhibited**

A pair of art exhibits—one of paintings and drawings by Santos Zingale, and the other of contemporary Japanese prints—will be seen during November in the Worcester Art Center.

The Japanese prints are from a collection made by Dr. and Mrs. William Frackelton, and are circulated by the Milwaukee Art Center.

**SINoer Glenn Yarbrough will give a pops-ballad concert at the Lawrence Chapel at 8 p.m., Monday, Nov. 21. Yarbrough, who has gained national acclaim as a soloist since he left the Limelighters, has recorded such hits as “Barry, the Rain Must Fall” and “It’s Gonna Be Fine” in recent years.**
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Scriven Says God Not Dead, Perhaps 'Was Never Alive'

By MARY BETI HAAS
Michael Scriven, spoke to an overflow crowd in Harper hall on Wednesday, November 16. He summed up his attitude toward the "God is Dead" theological position: "I don’t think it’s dead because I don’t think he ever lived.”

In a speech titled "Proving the Nonexistence of God", Scriven, a professor in the department of history and philosophy of science, attacked the notion of God’s existence at Indiana University. According to the professor, pre-established historical and present-day evidences and beliefs presented his case for atheism.

"Lively-Lived Attempt" According to Scriven, the "sophisticated thesis" is making a "lively-lived attempt" to disprove the fact that he has become an atheist. For the term "God" he substitutes "ground of being" or "ultimate commitment" and withdraws from the discussion of God’s existence.

Yet classical religion and the person who discusses God’s existence today do have at least three properties of God in mind. They consider him much more grand, wise, and powerful than man, and capable of taking action at almost any time and place. Scriven felt that it is impossible to prove the existence of God that one can in fact prove he does not exist.

Indicating a flaw in conventional arguments as well, he demonstrated that the existence of pain and evil cannot be reconciled with belief in a good God capable of taking action to prevent them. If God does not have this capability, then there is nothing to be gained by worshipping him. It he has this capability, but refuses to act, we are left to our own devices and have no recourse but to suffer.

In both cases, he contradicts his definition, either he cannot act, or he is evil rather than good since he could have made it differently or intervened in the situation. This argument is commonly used in an attempt to prove God’s existence.

But for Scriven, who there are much stronger grounds for saying that God does not exist. According to him, the only way one can live consistently with the claim that some thing did not exist is to cite the fact that there is no evidence for the claim that it does exist. He used the analogy of a belief in Santa Claus. A child believes in Santa because he sees evidence— gifts under the tree that supports this belief.

As he grows older, he drops his belief not because he ever "sees" Santa’s non-existence, but because he learns that there is a more likely explanation for the evidence — his parents are giving the gifts.

The fact that he can never prove that Santa does not exist does not mean that he holds open any significant possibility that Santa does. He is justifiably in saying, "There is no Santa Claus.

In some ways it is not necessary to prove God’s nonexistence as long as there is no evidence that such a being does exist. Scriven presented the position of several philosophers and showed that the evidence that they claim actually does not exist.

Since he saw no evidence to support the God hypothesis, Scriven came out in a strong stand against atheism, recognizing a defensible stand only if evidence exists and is inconclusive in proving or disproving God’s existence. For the same reason that a man can deny that there is a God for him to say, "There is no God.

Upward Bounders Return to Campus

BY MARY ELLEN BLAND
There is a difference between the special group of Lawrence, and you can see it as soon as you enter the campus. The air is brisk and warm with friendliness. As you walk around you see students talking cheerfully as they hurry to their classes.

You see students talking cheerfully as they hurry to their classes. There is no chance of you getting homesick or lonely here because there are plenty of people around to talk with.

Of course, unless you’re culturally inclinded you’ll have very little to do, but otherwise you’re always welcome to visit the dance center, art center and any of the other buildings which may be of interest to you.

The weekend of November 11, the students from the Upward Bound program really got a taste of the true Lawrence spirit. We were greeted heartily by the staff of both the Lawrence students.

The dress rehearsal of "Six Characters in Search of an Author" proved to be an interesting conversational piece in a discussion of United States education. No one could ever know the excitement we shared when the Vikings went for their victory over Beloit.

The fraternity houses were really nice and the fraternity guys even nicer. You see students talking cheerfully as they hurry to their classes. There is no chance of you getting homesick or lonely here because there are plenty of people around to talk with.

Three Speakers Announce Topics

James Crow, of the department of medical genetics, University of Wisconsin, will give freshman studies and science colloquium addresses on Thursday, Dec. 1. Crow will speak at freshmen at 10:40 a.m. in Stansbury theatre on the Asimov book currently being read.

At 3 p.m. he will talk on "Evolutionary Advantages of Mendelian Inheritance" in room 161 of Youngchild Hall. J. Bruce Brackenridge, Alice G. Chapman associate professor of physics, will speak in convocation at 10:40 a.m. Thursday Dec. 1, on the topic, "Failure as a Criterion for Success.

Evelyn Ivarson, of the Department of History, will meet with William J. Grede will discuss the topic "Labor and Management in a New Era" in public address at 7:00 a.m. Thursday, Dec. 1, in the Department of Psychology.
Carleton College, a small school much like Lawrence and a fellow member of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest, is currently embroiled in an increasingly bitter struggle over the rights of students to a voice in the governing of their lives.

Carleton has a small student body of about 1,700. The college, which is located in Northfield, Minn. (pop. 5,000), has seven dormitories. About half of the students live in the dormitories, and each dormitory has a proctor who works under the direction of a dormitory counselor and a student government organization.

The climax was reached when dormitory counselor Pete Iversen, president of the Carleton Students' Association, was dropped from the college payroll as a dormitory proctor by his superior, the dean of men, Merrill Jarchow. In an effort to provide an opportunity for Lawrence students to demonstrate their artistic talents, the Union Committee of the Student Senate is sponsoring an all-campus Art Show on March 1, 1967. The entire student body and all faculty members are eligible to submit entries in any media they wish. This includes a phase of the competition in political cartoons designed to be satires on Lawrence life. Entries will be divided into categories, and winners will be selected in each.

The college continued its policy of barring cars on campus. The school agreed, however, to provide more student transportation from this small Minnesota town (pop. 5,000) to St. Paul and Minneapolis, 40 miles away.

The question of drinking on campus, now prohibited by college administrators, was referred to the P.A. committee for further study.

The trustees said they took the action because the college has a responsibility for the moral development of its students as well as their intellectual growth. After the issuance of the trustees' report, Iversen co-signed the "Carletonian" column demanding the ouster of the top administrators. Two days later he was dropped from the college payroll as a dormitory proctor by his superior, the dean of men, Merrill Jarchow. The proctors are hired by the college to counsel students and to enforce school rules. Jarchow said, "Pete is still in good standing as a student in the school, be added, "but as a proctor he showed a lack of loyalty and couldn't work with me.

The college's action was protested by the residents of his dormitory, who almost unanimously asked for their proctor's reinstatement.

In the wake of Jarchow's action, another student proctor, John Wilson, has resigned from his position, contending that he could not enforce rules in which he did not believe.

The administration's actions have created "tremendous resentment" among students, eit on campus. The young er faculty members are completely "led out of the situation around here. Some share the students' viewpoint, but others are just fed up with the bitter atmosphere around here."

The firing of Iversen was jus timized by Dean of the College Willis Weatherbeard because the student had adopted in the newspaper column an intellectual position of "non-cooperation with the enforcement of which he was paid by the college to perform."

Assistant Dean of Men John Worcester echoed this statement in a different way. "Disloyalty is disloyalty, irresponsibility is irresponsibility, that's all there is to it. What else is there to discuss?"

Despite student demonstrations for representation on the F-A committee before the trustees' report was adopted, "things have pretty well died down," Sadler said. The editor has restored the demands of the key student administrators resign, but he said that he expects no changes to take place.

The Carleton Student Association and Men's League have refused to send representatives to the F-A committee meetings, but other students are beginning to cooperate with the board.

The committee is inviting students on dormitory floors to sign an attempt to find out how they feel.

Sadler also defended the student demands for the ouster of the administrators. No one questioned their integrity or sincerity, he said. "We just felt that they are supporting policies rejected by most students."
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"PILLS 'N THINGS"

Carleton Administration Attitudes Lead to Controversy, Dismissals

Trusted Policies

Stir Student Revolt
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During the first act Mark Kol­ler, as the Father, did not show the same strength when present­ing the background of the action to the Manager as he did as well when in conflict with the Step­ Daughter. He can bring up this part of the play through greater belief in it, the whole play will gain in depth because the audi­ence will have a deeper un­derstanding of the action that has proceeded what they are to wit­ness.

The first act also fell down a little at the end where the actors of the company lose the feeling of spontaneity and comradeship that they showed at the begin­ning.

Pirandello subtitles this play “A Comedy In The Making” and the comedy bursts out in the sec­ond act when a scene is first lived by the Father and the Step­ Daughter and then immediately recreated by the Leading Lady (Missie Stone) and the f a d i n g Man (Rufus Cadigan). The hu­mor was well-prepared for by Rosenfield who, however, failed throughout the play to demon­strate any sense of communica­tion or involvement at all.

This act showed a marked lack in sense of rhythm and timing which hindered it. The entrance

of Madame Pace, competently portrayed by Sally Price, was done by means of an old mag­ician’s trick, a two-way mirror. ... the set, created an ef­fect here which caught and held everyone’s attention in the man­ner that the entrance of the en­tire six characters should have.

Keller Grabs Full Role In the final act Joanne Ristau displayed another facet of the Step-Daughter in a vivid scene with Ben R. Schneider, Jr. as the Boy and Seannae Mary Glas­ner as the Child. This short scene displayed the variety that Miss Ristau brought to her part. In this act Mark Keller finally grasped the full dimensions of his role and kept everything at a high pitch of intensity with only one brief lapse back into his style in the first act.

Act Three is also the act in which the Son, Robert Suettin­ger, burst forth with a virtuoso display of power and timing that swept the play to its inevitable conclusion which was capped by a soul-rending Sine by the Father and a short, poorly given speech by the Manager which slightly destroyed the power of the end­ing.

The generally good level of the direction, cast and entire pro­duction together with a small but receptive audience made the evening an enjoyable one.

Publishers Accept Research Papers J. Bruce Brackenridge, as­sociate professor of physics, recent­ly received word that his paper, “Criteria for Quantitative Schlede­ren Interferometry,” has been accepted for publication in the journal “Applied Optics.”

The paper is a result of work done with graduate student Jim Peterka at Brown University last year while Brackenridge was on leave. Brackenridge first started research in this field with Paul Gilbert, professor of physics, now retired.

At Number 26 in its Ante­lope logical Papers series, the Uni­versity of Michigan has publish­ed “Four Stratified Sites on the Door Peninsulas of Wisconsin,” by Ronald J. Mason, assistant pro­fessor of anthropology.

The publication comprises a description and analysis of cul­tural remains from excavations that Mason directed at the Mare and Heins Creek sites in Door County.
Schneider Clarifies Objections To Freshman Studies Program

Professor Attacks Mandatory Course

By NANCY KAPLAN

The Lawrence University Reader's Theatre will present "The Miracle of Theophile," the first student-directed one-act to be presented this year, in the Experimental Theatre December 6 and 7 at 7 p.m. The forthcoming production will be in a modern French adaptation by Sue Campbell, who is also directing the play. Open City will be shown in Stansbury Hall at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. this coming Sunday.

In the first objection, to humanistic bias, the anthropologists feel that the general academic recognition of the existence of two general modes of thought, science and humanism, is abandoned. They consider a balance of these two approaches to education essential, and they feel it does not occur in Freshman Studies.

The consistent emphasis on the "classics," they feel, tends to convey to the student that only the Graeco-Roman-Judeo-Christian tradition is important. They further see poor attention given to the social sciences because the works read in the course are inadequate representations of the disciplines.

No Anthropologists

Not a single member of the community engaged in anthropology, but, Schneider points out, they do see that the course must be modified to devise learning of its present provincialism, or more properly of its historical and current preoccupation with the Western humanistic tradition.

Schneider and his colleagues consider the course deficient because it purports that "talking about great ideas is the same as having intellectual experiences."

No Must Understand Culture

Freshman Studies experience only the technical level of culture, never the empirical, because all the ideas they hear are out of context, isolated from the culture which produced them.

He sees a lack of "participation" in the material discussed in Freshman Studies. He emphasizes this by saying that "you can't understand anything in a specific culture," and you must have an understanding of the culture in order to see the importance of its ideas.

No Culture

In the next issue of the Lawrentian, Herbert K. Tjossem, head of Freshman Studies, will respond to the criticisms levied against the course.
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Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possible and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 5 p.m. Wednesday evening. All letters submitted and neither libelous nor in bad taste will receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to edit and excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be withheld from publication for sufficient cause.

**ACTION NEEDED**

To the Editor:

We, the members of Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity, feel it is the responsibility of Lawrence University to guarantee the security of its female membership. Recent incidents, however, indicate Lawrence’s failure to accept this responsibility. The series of break-ins this summer at Colman Hall together with the burglary at Cramley Hall, October 30th, show Lawrence’s disinterest in this area. The administration throughout this continued series of offenses has failed to instigate any definite preventative measures.

In the absence of definite administrative measures, we, the members of Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity, offer the following suggestions:

First, we desire that some type of police force be formed to patrol the campus. Whether the patrol be composed of students or of other campuses or of hired or local policemen is the choice of the administration. It might be suggested that the University allow a student force to patrol the campus from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. and a professional force from 1 a.m. to 5 a.m. a day a week. Second, we feel a new lighting system should be undertaken, from a light which would illuminate doorways and busy sidewalks. This system would be instituted temporarily in anticipation of the new landscape plan which the administration offers no immediate protection.

The University may find that the institution of these measures will have an entirely aesthetic thematic effect as well as a beneficial practical effect. It will reflect our nationalistic memory of old-fashioned schools of thought even as the happy, efficient realm of our administrative policy replicates the untidy and indefinite drapery of personal ethics. My fellow students, join me in this effort! We may never have a chance like this again.

KEN PARENT

**COMBAT CANOODLING!**

To the Editor:

Almost unawares Lawrence has entered into a time of moral crisis and of rare opportunity, and I wish to voice a cry for speed and virtuous action.

The amount of prenuptial hand-holding and clandestine consoling here has reached monstrous proportions. Campus morality seems very nearly on its deathbed.

And miraculously enough, the old Presbyterian church is being razed at this very moment. I suggest that swift action be taken, that the too-comfortable and tempting serpents of our campus be removed with pests, and that stainglass windows also be installed.

Not only will these reminders of 100% American morality tend to inhibit wild Lawrentians who are really good at heart but they also will make longs dark enough so that more beastial students will be invisible and unquestionably less problematic of public and private visiters.

This pleasant preservation of all things for a new more efficient administrative policy replaces the untidy and indefinite drapery of personal ethics. My fellow students, join me in this effort! We may never have a chance like this again.

EILEEN CHASE

**NO APATHY HERE**

To the Editor:

Student apathy! Fictionists! The Election Night 1963 was a super-success and excellent example of what can be done by LU students. May we see more of Election Nights and other similar efforts.

DOUGLAS KIMBALL

**KEN PARENT**

**CHARLES BREITZKE**

**STUDENTS**

Use Our COMPLETE Facilities

WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m. 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

908 N. Appleton St., (turn right at Appleton and College) Phone: 3-6012

THE TRADITIONAL ROCK (upper picture) was joined on the campus in the last month by a new rock (lower) which still rests in front of the Union. The old rock lies in a shallow grave behind Plantz.

Michigan, 38; Indiana, 33; New York, 30; Iowa, 25; Missouri, 20; Connecticut and Pennsylvania, 19 each; New Jersey, 17; Rhode Island, 16; Nevada, 15; New Hampshire, 14; North Dakota, 13; Tennessee, 11; Texas, 10; Utah, 9; Arkansas, 7; Arizona, 6; Montana, 5; Wyoming, 5; Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming, in addition to the District of Columbia. Foreign nations and territories are Canada, Canal Zone, Germany, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Nepal, New Guinea, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia and Zanzibar.
Basketball Squad Begins Play Dec. 9

Twelve varsity hopefuls reported to the first Viking basketball practice of the 1966-67 season last November 1, and three players joined the squad at the end of the football season. Under the guidance of Coach Clyde Rusk, these 15 players have been preparing for the 22 game season which begins December 3 at Milton College.

The squad has five returning lettermen, headed by Dick Schmitt, the only center on the team. Junior Brian Beck, Don Brooker, Steve Simms and Dennis Kirkhof also saw a great deal of action last year. Coach Kirkhof is confident that their experience, with help from a large group of talented sophomores, will lead the Vikes to a successful season.

Bekk emphasized that he is expecting several more, notably Brad Childs and Bob Townsend and the center spot, to see a great deal of action.

This year’s squad has the height which has been lacking in previous years, and Rusk feels that this will help to strengthen the Vikes’ defensive play, an area in which they were weak last year. In an attempt to further develop this strength, Rusk has been concentrating on the defense in recent practices. The Vikings made their first public appearance last Thursday against the freshmen. Their first home game is December 9, against Carroll College.

Basketball Schedule

Coach: Clyde E. Rusk

Saturday, Dec. 3
Milton College .. Away
Friday, Dec. 9
Carroll College Home, 7:30

Thursday, Friday, Dec. 8-9
Beloit Tournament, St. Norbert, Carthage, North Park, Lawrence Home 7:00-6:00
Friday, Jan. 6
St. Olaf Home, 7:30
Saturday, Jan. 7
Carleton Home, 7:30
Friday, Jan. 13
Carroll Home, 7:30
Saturday, Jan. 14
Grinnell Away
Friday, Jan. 20
Conkey's Book Store
313 E. College Ave.

Monday, Jan. 16
Knox Home, 1:30

Friday, Feb. 11
Knox Away
Saturday, Feb. 4
Monmouth Away

Saturday, Feb. 11
Beloit varsity and fresh home, 6:00-6:00

Friday, Feb. 17
Carleton Away
Saturday, Feb. 18
Carleton Home, 7:30

Carleton Away
Saturday, Feb. 25
Ripon varsity and fresh home, 6:00-6:00
Saturday, March 4
Ripon varsity and fresh home, 7:30

Monday, March 11
Grinnell Home, 1:30

Wrestling Schedule

Coach: Ronald D. Roberts

Saturday, Dec. 3
Quadrangular at Carthage (Lawrence, Ripon, Carthage, North Park) Away
Saturday, Jan. 7
St. Norbert Home, 7:30
Saturday, Jan. 14
M.I.T. Home, 1:30
Saturday, Jan. 21
Lawrence vs. Beloit (Triple Dual-Carroll, Goo, Grinnell) Away
Saturday, Jan. 28
Carleton Home, 9:00 a.m.
Saturday, Jan. 28
St. Olaf Home, 12 noon
Saturday, Feb. 4
Ripon varsity and fresh Away
Saturday, Feb. 11
Knox, and Monmouth at Monmouth (Double Dual) Away
Saturday, Feb. 18
Lawrence Invitational (Lawrence, Carthage, Northland, M.I.T., St. Norbert, Carthage, U. of Chicago) Ripon

Friday, Feb. 19
M.I.T. Home, 7:30

Saturday, Feb. 24
Lawrence vs. Beloit varsity and fresh
Home, 4:30

Saturday, March 4
Midwest Conference meet at Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa Away

Freshman Schedule

Coach: Clyde E. Rusk

Friday, Feb. 4
Beloit Home, 7:30
Tuesday, Feb. 28
Beloit Away, 8:00

Vike Swimmers Begin Practice

The 1966-67 Lawrence swim team, under the direction of Coach Gene Hietpas, has begun practice for the upcoming season.

Led by captain Pete House, a squad of 19 varsity swimmers has been working out since Nov. 1. Among them are six returning lettermen: juniors Hugh Dener, Ken Knob, Pete House, Ken Melchick and John Sanders, and sophomore John Isaac and Dana Zieba. All are practicing for the freshmen swim meet.

The Vikes’ first meet will be the Knox Relays on Dec. 5. The meet, which Lawrence last entered seven years ago, will include both fresh and varsity men and should prove to be a tough opening competition.

Davis anticipates a good season, this year, with a strong basic team led by experienced lettermen, but lacking in speed and depth. The team is made up of 12 sophomores and two seniors. The Vikes are possible conference contenders, with a year or two of brighter prospects possible if the inexperienced swimmers can develop as well as the season progresses.

After an exchange of punts, the Bucs’ Steve Gatzke moved off to a punt on his own three, was hit by Dave Crowell and fumbled into his own end-zone, where Dave McKee picked up a 23 point.

Steve Figi scored again in the third period as he dove one yard for the score, and Lawrence led 35-7.

It was far from over as McKe kept the pressure up this time in the air. He hit Red Clark, who took the ball to the three. After a running play was unsuccessful, McKee rolled to his right and hit Crowell in the end zone for another score.

With the second defensive team in, Dave Frasch directed the team to another score, breaking Rick Miller for a 13 yard TD pass. Harpsig repeated his first conversion attempt of the year, breaking his string at 23, and the Vikes had it, 48-7.

Although Beloit contained Chuck McKee to eight yards rushing and no touchdowns, they were unable to get much for the hard running of Figi and Gatzke who ripped up the middle most of the time after halftime.

Figi, Gatzke Gain Figi picked up 143 yards in 16 carries and Gatzke plowed for 76 yards in 13 attempts. Harpsig had a successful day, charting in eight yards in 12 carries, his smallest total this year. McKee however hit on 10 of 16 passes for 178 yards. He also called an excellent game, time after time shifting the Buc defense shallow along with the Vikes’ man in motion and hitting the vulnerable areas with time and space.

The defensive backs, Dennis Kirkhof, Ken Knoblin, John Frasch, and Chuck McKee were among the most of the credit for the win. Stutz is the league’s best passing quarterback, and they held him to 18 completions out of 31 attempts for 197 yards. Stutz also had four intercepted, three of them picked off by Kirkhof. The defensive line did an excellent job of forcing seven punts and only 19 yards of rushing.

After all, this is the first game of the season. It showed them at their best in all phases of the game, defense, running, passing. After watching them play this game, they looked like champions.
Football Team Winds Up Season With Share In Conference Title

Three-Way Tie Tops Off ACM

After much speculating and waiting, and a little dreaming, Lawrence football brought home a share of its first football title in 15 years by defeating Beloit last week, 48-7.

At the outset of the season, Vike Coach Ron Roberts had all but said that he thought this year could definitely be a championship year for Lawrence. Roberts was not taken lightly as last year. In his pre-season prediction for the Vikes, Roberts foretold a new era in football at Lawrence.

He said that Lawrence would have better than a .500 season, would finish in the first division, and would play a large role in determining the championship. He was proven more than right as Lawrence ended with a 5-3 mark, good for third place in the conference, and came within three points of tying for the championship.

This year Lawrence had suffered few losses to graduation and was considered a definite threat to defending champ Ripon by those who knew in the conference. Heading the team were five returning players who had made second team all-conference and second who had beenc passed over.

The season started in style with a 42-6 pounding over Carleton 21-0 in the opener in the Bowl. The Lawrence offense looked very potent, with Chuck McKee scoring twice and throwing for one TD. The defense was tough when it had to be and kept the Carls without a score.

In the second, and what turned out to be the most important game of the year in the league, Lawrence traveled to Northfield, Wisconsin, where they met St. Olaf. The Oles had a lot of talent on their team, and outgunned Lawrence considerably, but the Vikes, who came from behind three times, posted a 23-21 victory.

The victory came on a fourth quarter pass from Chuck McKee to Dave Crowell. The Vike defense held against a determined drive by the Oles, and the Vikes won, as the game ended with 38.0 on the Vilne 12-yard line.

The league leading Vikes invaded Cornell the next week with the Rams also one of the undefeated multitude. Lawrence seemed to have control of the game early, but defensive lapses let Cornell score two quick TD's and the Vikes' lead was cut to 23-20 in the third quarter. They came roaring back behind the running of McKee and had rolled up a 25-24 victory when it was over.

The next week was the Bowl. Ripon and Lawrence both anxiously awaited the final game of the season, since the first time in the Lawrence Bowl at Lawrence. Both teams went into the game with only two losses. Lawrence's last loss was to Ripon; the Rams stood one point in the conference.

The first half was dismal as the Rams took a 16-0 lead, but Lawrence came back and took the lead in the third quarter, but a touchdown drive by Ripon in the fourth quarter put them ahead 15-7. That was the final and sure Lawrence fans had begun to give up hope.

Lawrence next traveled to Monmouth, looking for a win but also looking to the St. Olaf-Ripon game. The Farmers hadn't won a game yet and Lawrence was in control of the game from the get-go. The Vikes allowed only 7 points all year, less than ten per game, and scored 205, an average of better than 24 points per game.

Chuck McKee, who did not score in the last game, lost the lead in the scoring race to his rivals Dave Krahn and Olaf Phis, but they lost the ball on downs deep in Beta territory. Midway through the second half the Betas looked like they might break the ice when they moved to the Phi Delt five yard line with two plays remaining. However, on the next play the ball was deflected by a receiver and intercepted by Bill Goestener, who ran it back to midfield.

Brock Ratzke lost no time in finding Pat Kennedy in the end zone for a touchdown and a 7-0 lead. After an exchange of punts the Phi's again came charging down field to score. This time Ratzke hit Larry Stasz for the six points. The Betas were finally able to mount an attack, culminated by a Ripon FG to John Schenck TD pass, but the Phi's were able to keep it bottled up and run out the clock.

Swimming Schedule:
Coach: Gene Davis

Friday, Jan. 13: Johns Hopkins, Home, 4:00
Saturday, Jan. 14: Carleton, Home, 1:30
Saturday, Jan. 21: Ripon (varsity and frosh), Home, 1:30
Friday, Jan. 30: U. of Wis. Milwaukee (varsity and frosh), Home, 1:30
Friday, Feb. 13: Oaklsoh (varsity and frosh), Stevens Point, Home, 1:30
Friday, Feb. 20: Grinnell, Grinnell, Iowa
Saturday, Feb. 21: Cornell, Mt. Vernon, Iowa
Friday, Saturday, Mar. 4: Midwest Championship, Mt. Vernon, Iowa

LawRENtIANs

Frank & Pat's

Pizza Palace

815 West College Ave.
RE 4-9131
Free Dorm Delivery on Two or More Pizzas . . . Until 1:00 a.m.